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Chaahat (1996) is an Indian romantic drama film directed by Ram Gopal Bajaj. Starring Shahrukh Khan and Preity Zinta, the movie was released in 1996. It starred Shah Rukh Khan and Anil Kapoor as the protagonists, while Pooja Bedi, Hansika Motwani, Leena Das and Nana Patekar were
also featured. It had an ensemble cast and several cameo appearances were done by famous Bollywood actors like Karan Johar, Dilip Kumar, Shashi Kapoor and Anupam Kher. Synopsis: Ghoshal had made her mark with her elegant songs in films like Haal-E-Dil and Aashiqui in the 1980s.
This, alongside her album, Chahat, called the first synthesised album in the history of Indian classical music, was a solo album; a song from each of the 12 ragas that she had chosen to work on. In 1994, Ghoshal composed the music for the film Sharabi starring Om Puri as the antagonist,

and went on to do the score for the next two Sharabi films, 1995's Sharabi 2 and 1997's Sharabi 3. This saw her become a favourite with the film fraternity. This led to various requests, from directors and film-makers. She eventually agreed to direct a short film, a proposal which she took to
her producer, P.K. Gautam. They both decided to turn the short into a full-length feature film, called "Chaahat" Ghoshal worked with the Hindi film composer Nadeem-Shravan on the film, as her last work before her untimely death on June 24, 2001. The film became a low-budget hit, and

since then the popularity of 'chaahat' has grown exponentially. It has been included in the syllabus of music programs in the Indian subcontinent. In 2017, Hindi cinema singer Arijit Singh covered the song from the film for his debut film Sui Dhaaga. Chaahat full movie hindi dubbed Chaahat
Movie Download In Hindi 720p Chaahat (1996) is an Indian romantic drama film directed by Ram Gopal Bajaj. Starring Shahrukh Khan and Preity Zinta, the movie was released in 1996. It starred Shah Rukh Khan and Anil Kap
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